RENEWAL REGISTRATIONS

A list of maps, atlases, and other cartographic works for which renewal registrations were made during the period covered by this issue. Arrangement is alphabetical under the name of the claimant of renewal copyright. Information relating to both the original and the renewal registration is included in each entry. References from other essential names associated with the work are interfiled.

ANNAND, GEORGE.
Pictorial record of the principal events and places in the great naval of the Oregon Trail. The land is bright. See SCHUMACHER (CHARLES) BOOK.

BOWKER (R. R.) CO.
Children round the world, by Francis Haase. © 22Sep39; F19669. R. R. Bowker Co. (PWH; 23Feb67; R90482.

BUSTED, ALBERT.
Mexico, Central America and the West Indies. See NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY, WASHINGTON, D.C.

BUSTED, ALBERT H.
Classical lands of the Mediterranean. See NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY, WASHINGTON, D.C.

BUSTED, EDWARD.
Western front, Strasbourg to Basel. See NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY, WASHINGTON, D.C.

CROCKER, LAWTON V.
For maps by Lawton V. Crocker See CROCKER, VINCENT P.

CROCKER, VINCENT P.
Consolidated tours maps, © 15Jun39; F13253. Vincent P. Crocker (©) 23Mar67; R90591.

CROCKER, VINCENT P.
Cuba guide map of New York, New York, Quebec, by Lawton V. Crocker. © 13May39; F13321. Vincent P. Crocker (©) 23Mar67; R90658.

CROCKER, VINCENT P.
Florida and the East, by Lawton V. Crocker. (Consolidated tours maps, © 15Jun39; F13255. Vincent P. Crocker (©) 23Mar67; R90655.

CROCKER, VINCENT P.
Highway map of Washington County. New York, by Lawton V. Crocker. © 13Apr39; F11509. Vincent P. Crocker (©) 23Mar67; R90655.

CROCKER, VINCENT P.
Howe Caverns interstate road guide, by Lawton V. Crocker. © 13Apr39; F11509. Vincent P. Crocker (©) 23Mar67; R90655.

CROCKER, VINCENT P.
Lake Champlain bridge strip map, by Lawton V. Crocker. © 13Apr39; F13114. Vincent P. Crocker (©) 23Mar67; R90755.

HARRIS, RICHARD LOCKE.
Map of the Village of Hyannis in the town of Barnstable, Massachusetts, showing the location of the houses of the sea captains, by Walter M. Gaffney. © 1Feb67; R90695.

HARRIS, RICHARD LOCKE.
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